Introduction
In this article we modify a scheme developed by Louis J. Durlofsky, Bjorn Engquist and Stanley Osher 1]. Our modi ed scheme inherits all the advantages of the original scheme. For example, the modi ed scheme is a so-called second order accurate TVD type scheme, which applies to an unstructured triangular grid. The scheme is based on a nite volume discretization and is particularly straightforward to implement. It relies on a very local adaptive interpolation idea, which results in computational e ciency. In addition to those virtues, the scheme satis es the maximum principle which is proven theoretically and numerically in this article. By a \maximum principle", we mean both a maximum principle and a minimum principle. The modi ed scheme costs only about 20% more computation than the original in our experiments. The scheme is almost the same as the original scheme except for some modi cations in the limiting procedure.
The outline of the article is as follows. In x2, we describe nite volume space discretization to get our semi-discrete approximation. Then we present a TVD time discretization. In x3, we rst introduce concepts of real overshoot and undershoot, replacing the concepts of overshoot and undershoot in 1]. We then, for the reconstruction, construct four linear interpolations ( the rst three of them are exactly the same as described in 1]; however the last one is a constant ) and select an appropriate linear interpolation from these four candidates. We then prove the scheme satis es the maximum principle. Numerical experiments for constant and variable coe cient linear advection, as well as for nonlinear ux functions ( Burgers' equation and the BuckleyLeverett equation with source ), are presented in x4.
Finite Volume Discretization
In this article, we consider hyperbolic conservation laws,
where X 2 R d and u 2 R m . Here and below, we only consider the hyperbolic scalar conservation laws (2.1) in two dimension space ( X 2 R 2 ). It is straightforward to expand the schemes developed below in system conservation laws. We do the space discretization by the nite volume method using an almost arbitrary triangular grid ( See Fig 1 ) which will be mentioned in x3.
Integration of (2.1) over a triangle, say ABC 
where l AB is the length of the side AB, l BC is the length of the side BC, and l CA is the length of the side CA. So now our second order accurate, semi-discrete approximation to (2.1) is
(2:4)
Remark : By the divergence theorem, the following formula :
h AB (c; c)l AB + h BC (c; c)l BC + h CA (c; c)l CA = 0; 8c = constant; (2:5) holds. The formula (2.5) is critical to prove that our scheme satis es the maximum principle in x3.
Remark :In this article, the expression second order accurate means the scheme approximates the ux to 2-nd order accuracy. Now the right hand side of (2.4) can be evaluated and V ABC (t) can be integrated in time. The time integration is accomplished via a second order TVD Runge-Kutta procedure ( see 2] ) : If the side AB, BC, or CA is on the boundary, then we use (X AB ; u(X AB ; t)) , (X BC ; u(X BC ; t)), or (X CA ; u(X CA ; t)) instead of (X ABD ; V ABD ), (X BCE ; V BCE ), or (X CAF ; V CAF ) to do the linear interpolation ( see Fig 2 ) . Here and below we assume that the three points which we do the linear interpolation are not collinear, which is the only restriction on triangulation. At this point, three L i (i = 1; 2; 3) are possible, and a limited version of L can be selected from them. Before we describe the selection procedure of a proper L i , we introduce the concepts of real overshoot and undershoot.
De nition (3.3) If for all L i ( i = 1; 2; 3 ), one of the following two inequalities is violated UB ABC max(
we say that real overshoot (if the rst one is violated) or real undershoot (if the second one is violated) occurs at element ABC . The inequalities (3.1) are also critical to prove our scheme satisfying the maximum principle. (ii) From the L i for which j 5L i j is the maximum, through the L i for which j 5L i j is the second largest, to the L i for which j 5L i j is the minimum, we check if three requirements L i (X AB ) is between V ABC and V ABD ; L i (X BC ) is between V ABC and V BCE ; L i (X CA ) is between V ABC and V CAF ; ( if the side AB, BC, or CA is on the boundary , then we use u(X AB ; t) , u(X BC ; t), or u(X CA ; t) instead of V ABD , V BCE , or V CAF ) are satis ed. If 8 L i is the rst one satisfying these three requirements, then L i is chosen to be the appropriate L . Clearly, (3.1) holds. If no L i satis es these three requirements, which means overshoot or undershoot, we go to (iii).
(iii) We compute the Local Upper Bound UB ABC and the Local Lower Bound LB ABC .
(iv) From the L i for which j 5L i j is the maximum, through the L i for which j 5L i j is the second largest, to the L i for which j 5L i j is the minimum, we check if (3.1) .i.e
are satis ed. If L i is the rst one satisfying both inequalities , then L i is chosen to be appropriate L . If no L i satis es both inequalities, then we choose L V ABC : In the last case, (3.1) also holds. So (3.1) holds in all cases.
The construction of the scheme is now complete.
The Maximum Principle
Theorem For the hyperbolic conservation laws (2.1), our scheme ( with the above linear interpolation, and the 2nd order TVD Runge-Kutta time discretization ) satis es the maximum principle under the CFL condition :
where = sup(L ABC j ABC j), which is evaluated over all the triangles in the grid. L ABC and j ABC j denote the perimeter and area of ABC , Hence V 1 ABC is bounded by the values V at nearby points of nearby points of X ABC , or we can say for the Euler forward time discretization that the scheme satis es the maximum principle. Now we consider the 2nd order TVD Runge-Kutta time discretization :
Since the 2nd order TVD Runge-Kutta is substantially a combination of two one-step Euler forward, the maximum principle is also satis ed by the former one.
The proof will follow if we prove the following lemma. At the end of this section, we contrast our scheme with the scheme introduced by Cockburn, Hou, and Shu in 3]. Their scheme is formally uniformly 2-nd order accurate if one is able to choose a proper parameter M and achieves 2-nd order accuracy in some numerical experiments, and ours is 2-nd order accurate in the sense of ux approximation always. Their scheme satis es the maximum principle within O(h) globally, which means the violation is negligible, and if they choose M = 0, then their scheme satis es the maximum principle strictly but lose uniformly 2-nd order accuracy, and ours strictly satis es the maximum principle. Their scheme is more restrictive on triangulation than ours ( almost no restruction on our triangulation ), and their CFL condition is also more restrictive than ours ( see 3] ). Their scheme satis es the maximum principle more locally ( the approximating solution is bounded by previous values at four nearby points ) than ours ( ours involves more nearby points ). However, ours does not use explicitly the gridsize h and hence is parameter free.
The Numerical Experiments
In this section we present some numerical experiments for conservation laws. In all of our experiments except for testing the accuracy, the solution region is a rectangle domain discretized via an equilateral triangulation with 990 elements, as shown in Fig 3 ( an integer number n in a triangle is the indicator of the triangle and V n is the cell average of the solution u at the n-th triangle ). Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in both the x? and the y? directions; the initial condition is similarly x? and y? periodic, unless otherwise noted. The numerical results are plotted by contour plots.
First, we give an experiment which shows that the original scheme violates the maximum principle. 
